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What are some of the uses of statistics in daily life?
Daily Life: How do you answer "How was X"

questions when there isn't much to say?

Daily Life: Why do people like to be lazy?

Daily Life: What is the best way of utilising the

travelling time from home to workplace or

college/university?

Daily Life: Why are bad words considered so

offensive if most of their meanings are stuff all of us

will eventually do like doing a poo?

Probability (statistics): What are beautiful

examples/applications of complex probability

distributions in real life?

Daily Life: What are some good habits to follow?

Daily Life: What is the most valuable skill a person

can have for their entire life?

Daily Life: What are the best self-improvement

books?

Daily Life: Who are the villains in our life?

Daily Life: Shall we suppress our cheerfulness and

childishness to inculcate professionalism in

ourselves?

8 Answers

Statistics are sets of mathematical equations that are used to analyze what is happening in

the world around us. You've heard that today we live in the Information Age where we

understand a great deal about the world around us. Much of this information was

determined mathematically by using statistics. When used correctly, statistics tell us any

trends in what happened in the past and can be useful in predicting what may happen in

the future. 

Let's look at some examples of how statistics shape your life when you don't even know it. 

1. Weather Forecasts 

Do you watch the weather forecast sometime during the day? How do you use that

information? Have you ever heard the forecaster talk about weather models? These

computer models are built using statistics that compare prior weather conditions with

current weather to predict future weather. 

2. Emergency Preparedness 

What happens if the forecast indicates that a hurricane is imminent or that tornadoes are

likely to occur? Emergency management agencies move into high gear to be ready to

rescue people. Emergency teams rely on statistics to tell them when danger may occur. 

3. Predicting Disease 

Lots of times on the news reports, statistics about a disease are reported. If the reporter

simply reports the number of people who either have the disease or who have died from it,

it's an interesting fact but it might not mean much to your life. But when statistics become

involved, you have a better idea of how that disease may affect you. 

For example, studies have shown that 85 to 95 percent of lung cancers are smoking

related. The statistic should tell you that almost all lung cancers are related to smoking and

that if you want to have a good chance of avoiding lung cancer, you shouldn't smoke. 

4. Medical Studies 

Scientists must show a statistically valid rate of effectiveness before any drug can be

prescribed. Statistics are behind every medical study you hear about. 

5. Genetics 

Many people are afflicted with diseases that come from their genetic make-up and these

diseases can potentially be passed on to their children. Statistics are critical in determining

the chances of a new baby being affected by the disease. 

6. Political Campaigns 

Whenever there's an election, the news organizations consult their models when they try to

predict who the winner is. Candidates consult voter polls to determine where and how they

campaign. Statistics play a part in who your elected government officials will be 

7. Insurance 

You know that in order to drive your car you are required by law to have car insurance. If

you have a mortgage on your house, you must have it insured as well. The rate that an

insurance company charges you is based upon statistics from all drivers or homeowners in

your area. 

8. Consumer Goods 

Wal-Mart, a worldwide leading retailer, keeps track of everything they sell and use

statistics to calculate what to ship to each store and when. From analyzing their vast store

of information, for example, Wal-Mart decided that people buy strawberry Pop Tarts when

a hurricane is predicted in Florida! So they ship this product to Florida stores based upon

the weather forecast.

9. Quality Testing 

Companies make thousands of products every day and each company must make sure that

a good quality item is sold. But a company can't test each and every item that they ship to

you, the consumer. So the company uses statistics to test just a few, called a sample, of

what they make. If the sample passes quality tests, then the company assumes that all the

items made in the group, called a batch, are good. 

10. Stock Market 

Another topic that you hear a lot about in the news is the stock market. Stock analysts also

use statistical computer models to forecast what is happening in the economy.
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Related Questions
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Daily Life: How do you answer "How was X" questions when there isn't much to say?

Daily Life: Why do people like to be lazy?

Daily Life: What is the best way of utilising the travelling time from home to workplace or

college/university?

Daily Life: Why are bad words considered so offensive if most of their meanings are stuff

all of us will eventually do like doing a poo?

Probability (statistics): What are beautiful examples/applications of complex probability

distributions in real life?

Written 12 Nov 2015 • View Upvotes

1. Weather Forecasts

Do you watch the weather forecast sometime during the day? How do you use that

information? Have you ever heard the forecaster talk about weather models? These

computer models are built using statistics that compare prior weather conditions with

current weather to predict future weather.

2. Emergency Preparedness

What happens if the forecast indicates that a hurricane is imminent or that tornadoes are

likely to occur? Emergency management agencies move into high gear to be ready to

rescue people. Emergency teams rely on statistics to tell them when danger may occur.

3. Predicting Disease

Lots of times on the news reports, statistics about a disease are reported. If the reporter

simply reports the number of people who either have the disease or who have died from it,

it's an interesting fact but it might not mean much to your life. But when statistics become

involved, you have a better idea of how that disease may affect you.

For example, studies have shown that 85 to 95 percent of lung cancers are smoking

related. The statistic should tell you that almost all lung cancers are related to smoking and

that if you want to have a good chance of avoiding lung cancer, you shouldn't smoke.

4. Medical Studies

Scientists must show a statistically valid rate of effectiveness before any drug can be

prescribed. Statistics are behind every medical study you hear about.

5. Genetics

Many people are afflicted with diseases that come from their genetic make-up and these

diseases can potentially be passed on to their children. Statistics are critical in determining

the chances of a new baby being affected by the disease.

6. Political Campaigns

Whenever there's an election, the news organizations consult their models when they try to

predict who the winner is. Candidates consult voter polls to determine where and how they

campaign. Statistics play a part in who your elected government officials will be

7. Insurance

You know that in order to drive your car you are required by law to have car insurance. If

you have a mortgage on your house, you must have it insured as well. The rate that an

insurance company charges you is based upon statistics from all drivers or homeowners in

your area.

8. Consumer Goods

Wal-Mart, a worldwide leading retailer, keeps track of everything they sell and use

statistics to calculate what to ship to each store and when. From analyzing their vast store
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of information, for example, Wal-Mart decided that people buy strawberry Pop Tarts when
a hurricane is predicted in Florida! So they ship this product to Florida stores based upon
the weather forecast.

9. Quality Testing

Companies make thousands of products every day and each company must make sure that
a good quality item is sold. But a company can't test each and every item that they ship to
you, the consumer. So the company uses statistics to test just a few, called a sample, of
what they make. If the sample passes quality tests, then the company assumes that all the
items made in the group, called a batch, are good.

10. Stock Market

Another topic that you hear a lot about in the news is the stock market. Stock analysts also
use statistical computer models to forecast what is happening in the economy.

Written 19 Jan

Very practical question, one that needs to be taught in the very beginning. 

Basically statistics is the branch to deal with vast I mean seriously vast amount of dat.
Finding hidden patterns in it that we can use for our benefit. 

Consider for example a car  manufacturer industry or dealer. How do they know what sort
of car to manufacture next. Or mobile giants, how do they decide approx how many units
of a particular model needs to be prepared for a country. 

Its all statistics... 

What the first step is the collection of data, then possible sorting to make further
evaluation simpler ans faster. Then numerical methods such as basic mean, deviation,
frequency analysis etc. Are used to find pattern. 

Let us have another example (as I am sure all the other mentioned ones have aready been
read by you in texbooks). Consider a school now the management comittee needs to order
new furnitue set for there classes, if the benches are too high or small students will have
problem, so mean height is calculated using statistics to arrive at optimal value that will be
comfortable for all. 

Do never confuse statistics with forecasting, what previous answer is saying is mainly if not
entirely about forecasting. Statistics is a very vast field with forcasting being only one of its
application.

Written 14 Sep 2015
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Most people don't realize how essential statistics is. Our daily life is surrounded by the
products of statistics. 

You brush your teeth. The fluoride in the toothpaste was studied by scientists using
statistical methods to carefully assure the safety and effectiveness of the ingredient and the
proper concentration. The toothpaste was formulated through a series of designed
experiments that determined the optimal formulation through statistical modeling. The
toothpaste production was monitored by statistical process control to ensure quality and
consistency, and to reduce variability. 

The attributes of the product were studied in consumer trials using statistical methods.
The pricing, packaging and marketing were determined through studies that used
statistical methods to determine the best marketing decisions. Even the location of the
toothpaste on the supermarket shelf was the result of statistically based studies. The
advertising was monitored using statistical methods. Your purchase transaction became
data that was analyzed statistically. The credit card used for the purchase was scrutinized
by a statistical model to make sure that it wasn't fraudulent. 
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Related Questions

Daily Life: What are some good habits to follow?

Daily Life: What is the most valuable skill a person can have for their entire life?

Daily Life: What are the best self-improvement books?

Daily Life: Who are the villains in our life?

Daily Life: Shall we suppress our cheerfulness and childishness to inculcate

professionalism in ourselves?

Daily Life: What is the quickest and most effective way of inducing sleep?

Daily Life: What is the best way to give solace to a distant but best friend whose very

close relation recently passed away?

Daily Life: Why do people in US drink chilled/iced water but take hot shower?

Statistics (academic discipline): How many samples are enough to create a generalization

about a daily life aspect?

Daily Life Problems: What usual problems do bankers encounter on a daily basis?

Life: I am a 21 year old man diagnosed with blood cancer a few weeks ago. The doctors

have given me a time of 9 months to a year if I am lucky. How ...

Reviews of: Science in Daily Life

Daily Life Problems: What can you do to people who bring their noisy children to the

cinema?

Used Cars: How does KBB price used car? Which statistical model do they use to predict

the car price?

Life: If we stop using WhatsApp and Facebook, how will it affect our lives?

So statistics is important to the whole process of not just toothpaste, but every product we
consume, every service we use, every activity we choose. Yet we don't need to be aware of
it, since it is just an embedded part of the process. Statistics is useful everywhere you look.

Written 3 Oct 2015 • View Upvotes

Very practical question, one that needs to be taught in the very beginning. 

Basically statistics is the branch to deal with vast I mean seriously vast amount of dat.
Finding hidden patterns in it that we can use for our benefit. 

Consider for example a car  manufacturer industry or dealer. How do they know what sort
of car to manufacture next. Or mobile giants, how do they decide approx how many units
of a particular model needs to be prepared for a country. 

Its all statistics... 

What the first step is the collection of data, then possible sorting to make further
evaluation simpler ans faster. Then numerical methods such as basic mean, deviation,
frequency analysis etc. Are used to find pattern. 

Let us have another example (as I am sure all the other mentioned ones have aready been
read by you in texbooks). Consider a school now the management comittee needs to order
new furnitue set for there classes, if the benches are too high or small students will have
problem, so mean height is calculated using statistics to arrive at optimal value that will be
comfortable for all. 

Do never confuse statistics with forecasting, what previous answer is saying is mainly if not
entirely about forecasting. Statistics is a very vast field with forcasting being only one of its
application.

Written 24 Jan
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Why can't we just split up the
United States?

There aren't red states and blue states there

are purple states. And, within each state,

there are conservative and liberal regions. 

And a single continuum from red to blue

really isn't enough. For example, Salt Lake

City is in Utah - one of the reddest states

there is. But SLC elected Rocky Anderson

mayor. Twice. Anderson is somewhere near

Bernie Sanders in terms of politics. On the

Peter Flom, Left end of Democratic
party on economic issues. Way left
on social ones. Mix...
1.5k Views • Peter is a Most Viewed Writer

in Politics of the United States of America

with 15 endorsements.

Are people called Lin (林) typically
from Taiwan rather than Mainland
China and why?

There's a few ways to look at this question: 1,

are there more people with last name Lin in

Taiwan than in Mainland? No. Based on a

1996 study, there're about 14 million people

with last name Lin in Mainland (85% of

them live in Zhe Jiang, Fu Jian and Guang

Dong provinces), and about 2 million people

with last name Lin in Taiwan. So there're

definitely more Lin people in Mainland than

Feifei Wang, I spend about the same
amount of my life in China and in the
US.
5.2k Views • Feifei is a Most Viewed Writer

in China.

Who are the refugees from the
USA?

A number of Americans flee the United

States on the grounds that they are being

persecuted or may be prosecuted unfairly.

Canada lets in a few every year. A Florida

woman was convicted of having sex with a

16-year-old boy and sentenced to 30 years in

prison. She fled to Canada and was granted

refugee status because 30 years for

consensual sex is absurdly harsh

Ernest W. Adams, Game Design
Consultant, Author, and Professor
11.9k Views • Upvoted by Heather Jedrus,

I've lived in the US my whole life.

Ernest is a Most Viewed Writer in The

United States of America.
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